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	Your Grace Bay Getaway Awaits!



	A Turks and Caicos Collection All Inclusive Resort







Introducing our newly renovated Deluxe Suites

			
We are proud to introduce our newly renovated deluxe oceanfront rooms at Alexandra Resort on Grace Bay Beach in Turks and Caicos. The 8 Deluxe Oceanfront Studios, 16 Deluxe One Bedroom Oceanfront Suites, and 8 Deluxe Two Bedroom Oceanfront Suites are located in the Chelsea building, about 100 meters from the sea, affording breathtaking views and easy access to the beach. Complete with spacious balconies, modern amenities, and premium furnishings, our Deluxe collection of studios and suites provides the ultimate all-inclusive experience on Grace Bay Beach.
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Deluxe Studio
Deluxe One Bedroom
Deluxe Two Bedroom





Stay at 1, Play at 2

			

		

			All-inclusive Alexandra Resort invites you to enjoy the best resort on world acclaimed Grace Bay Beach. Of all the Turks and Caicos resorts located on exclusive Providenciales, few offer the perfect combination of a beachfront address, spacious suites, and a wide range of amenities and services including the fact that when you stay at Alexandra Resort, you can also play at our other all-inclusive sister resort: Blue Haven Resort.

We are proud to enhance your all-inclusive experience at the Turks and Caicos Collection where our preferred selection of Turks and Caicos resorts each offer distinct experiences but are united under one extraordinary service philosophy!

Learn More

Please note that the Alexandra Resort will be closed from September 1, 2024 – October 15, 2024, so the “Stay at 1, Play at 2” feature will not be available for Blue Haven Resort guests during these dates.
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			Explore ALEXANDRA RESORT



		

			

Experience

Experience a day at the resort through a guests’ eyes with a sample itinerary of resort activities, entertainment & more.

Learn More



		

			

Dine Around

Visit our restaurants or guests of Alexandra Resort can take a complimentary dining shuttle to dine at Blue Haven Resort.

Learn More



		

			

Elevate Spa

The intimate Elevate Spa features two treatment rooms and in this welcoming oasis you will enjoy receiving professional services at affordable prices.

Learn More
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			Accommodation
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				Chelsea

				1101 - 1108

				1201 - 1208

				1301 - 1308

				1401 - 1408
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				Lady Rose

				2100 - 2106

				2200 - 2206

				2301 - 2306

				2400 - 2406
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				Prima Donna

				3101 - 3110

				3201 - 3210

				3301 - 3310

				3401 - 3410

				3501 - 3505
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				Marilyn

				4101 - 4110

				4201 - 4210

				4301 - 4310

				4401 - 4410

				4501 - 4510
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				Front Desk

				Fitness Center

				Business Center

				Taxis & Shuttles
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				Beach Activities
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				Bicycles
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				Elevate Spa
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				Entertainment Deck
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				Gift Shop
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				Kids Club
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				Jungle Gym
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				Tour Desk
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				Towel Hut
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				Rest Rooms

			

		

		
			Food & Drinks

			
				1

				Asu Buffet

			

			
				2

				The Terrace

			

			
				3

				Black Rock Grill

			

			
				4

				Chef's Table

			

			
				5

				Coconut Bar

			

			
				6

				Coffee, Snacks & Smoothies

			

			
				7

				Turquoise Grill

			

			
				8

				Eden Garden (Adults Only)

			

			
				9

				Oasis Pool Bar

			

			
				10

				Rumba Bar

			

			
				11

				Irie Bites

			

			
				12

				The Fish Deck

			

			
				13

				Dragon Orchid

			

			
				14

				The Truck Stop

			

			
				15

				Sugar Cane Bar

			

			
				16

				Tacos & Ceviche

			

			
				17

				Smokey's BBQ

			

			
				18

				Evergreen Salads

			

		

	








			

		

A Grace Bay All-Inclusive
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Studios & 1 to 4 Bedrooms
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Kids Stay Free!
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			Trip Advisor Reviews
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				Elevate Spa
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				Honeymoons & Romance
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				All Inclusive Dining
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Receive VIP Offers









Follow us on Instagram

			

	
    
		
    
        
            We are excited that Alexandra Resort has been nomi
            	                    [image: We are excited that Alexandra Resort has been nominated in the World Travel Awards for the category of Turks and Caicos’ Leading Resort!🏆 This recognition is a testament to our wonderful guests and dedicated team.  We're grateful for your support and encouragement. Thank you for being part of our journey, and we look forward to creating many more unforgettable memories together! ✨   To support and vote for Alexandra Resort (Turks and Caicos' Leading Resort), click the voting link in our profile.  #alexandraresort #allinclusive #gracebay #turksandcaicoscollection  #worldtravelawards #turksandcaicos]
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            Unwind and pamper yourself with spa treatments for
            	                    [image: Unwind and pamper yourself with spa treatments for the ultimate tropical getaway🌺.  Book your treatment before you arrive or during your stay. Explore the Experience section of our website to see the spa menu.  #alexandraresort #allinclusive #gracebay #turksandcaicoscollection #spa #spatime #relaxationgoals #tropicalescape #turksandcaicos]
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            Wake up to bright blue skies and a pool view when 
            	                    [image: Wake up to bright blue skies and a pool view when you stay in our 1-Bedroom Garden Suites🌴. These spacious suites are 1005 square feet, with a king or queen bed in the primary bedroom, a living area with a queen sofa bed, and a full kitchen. The suites are suitable for a family with two adults and two kids, or three adults.  Book your stay with us on our website - the link is in our profile.  #alexandraresort #allinclusive #gracebay #turksandcaicoscollection  #roomwithaview #familyvacation #familyvacay #vacationgoals #turksandcaicos]
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            Let Alexandra Resort's oceanfront vistas be the ba
            	                    [image: Let Alexandra Resort's oceanfront vistas be the backdrop to your next tropical escape. Your Grace Bay beach getaway is just a click away and your oceanfront suite balcony awaits 🌊.  For newly renovated suites, book our 'Deluxe Oceanfront' 1-Bedroom and 2-Bedroom suites with modern amenities. Explore the 'Rooms' page of our website to learn more.  #alexandraresort #allinclusive #gracebay #turksandcaicoscollection #gracebaybeach #worldsbestbeaches #allinclusiveresort #vacationgoals #beachgoals #beachfront #roomwithaview #turksandcaicos]
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            Weekends are much better when you’re poolside an
            	                    [image: Weekends are much better when you’re poolside and under an umbrella, with a cocktail in hand ⛱️ 🍹   Does this fit your vacation style? Send us a direct message 💬 and our Reservations Team can help plan your tropical escape.  #alexandraresort #allinclusive #gracebay #turksandcaicoscollection #poolday #pooldesign #underthepalms #vacationgoals #familyvacation #underthepalms #turksandcaicos]
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            	                    [image: Craving variety? Alexandra Resort's newest dining concept, The Truck Stop, offers just that!   Set by the pool, our food truck festival concept presents three savoury menus: Smokey's BBQ, Tacos & Ceviche, and Evergreen Salad Bar. With menu options that include vegetarian and gluten-free, there's something delicious for everyone.   Check out the dining section of our website to view the sample menus.  #alexandraresort #allinclusive #gracebay #turksandcaicoscollection  #allinclusivedining #poolside #diningview #underthepalms #turksandcaicos]
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Special Fall Savings
Stay 5 nights or more and save 15%

 

Travel Window: August 1 – December 19, 2024

 

 Book Now 
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